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Who Am I?
•

Clinical psychologist in private practice at Psychology
Consultants Pty Ltd since 1999

•

Adjunct associate professor at UQ School of Psychology, codirector of the Compassionate Mind Research Group, and
convenor of the UQ Compassion Symposium

•

MINTie since Chicago 2007

Compassion is the sensitivity to suffering in self
and others, with a motivation and commitment
to try to alleviate and prevent it.

Professor Paul Gilbert

Key Aspects of the Definition
Sensitivity

Suffering

Alleviate and Prevent

Self and Others

Motivation and Commitment

“May I be helpful, rather
than harmful, towards
myself and others.”

Sensitivity and Commitment
Boy, that other person is really suffering right now. Their
situation is difficult and painful.
I really want to take steps to do something that might
make things a little easier.
What’s something I could do right now that would be
helpful for them and most supportive of their well-being?

Wisdom, Strength and Courage
Compassion is…
…wisely assessing a situation in which another person, or ourselves, may be
suffering, and then arriving at a course of action to help alleviate that suffering.
…with the strength and groundedness that ready us in the presence of suffering
to cope with feelings that may arise, knowing a calm mind thinks differently.
…courageously approaching suffering, even when we feel fear, hesitation or urges
to avoid, and take the actions we wisely know will help to alleviate that suffering.

A Brief Compassion Practice
I invite you to close your eyes.
Think of someone you are currently working with. Perhaps someone with
whom the work has been challenging.
Develop a picture of that person in your mind. Feel the presence of that
person in your life, in this room.
Now consider and say to yourself:
"This person is just like me. Just like me, they have a history...they were a child
once, too. And just like me, this person has had ups and downs in their life.
Just like me, this person has had goals and dreams. Just like me, they have
strengths and qualities...fears and vulnerabilities...successes and mistakes."

CMT involves working to develop my brain and my body to enable
me to attend, think, feel, and behave in compassionate ways, and
develop a mind and body that can deliver on compassion
Goal

Build compassion
motivation, intention,
competencies and
capacities

Purpose

To alleviate and
prevent suffering in
self and others

Actions
Through psychoeducation, mind
awareness,
mindfulness, bodywork,
visualisations and
imagery, and rehearsal
and embodiment

We are all born…
•

After thousands of years of human evolution and adaptation, and specifically
evolution of the human brain that is really very tricky…

•

With a specific collection genes, strengths and weaknesses that we get
through no choice of our own…and

•

Into a social context that we also don’t get to choose, in which life
experiences simply start to happen.

“It’s not my fault, but it is my responsibility.”
This can be a difficult concept for clients, and clinicians, to understand.
We want to steer away from blame and shame,
but without resignation, disempowerment or careless disregard.
➡The

brain is an organ that creates outputs in the form of desires,
motives and emotions. What arises in me is not my fault. My genes
and social conditioning produce the content of my mind.
➡But I do need to learn how to deal with this stuff “psychologically
hygienically”. It is my responsibility to learn about my mind and, with
compassionate intention, be sensitive to the suffering of myself and
others, take steps to prevent or alleviate that suffering, and certainly
not contribute to it.
➡I have to take responsibility for what my mind does, without blaming,
criticising or shaming myself for what my mind does.

The Compassionate Mind
2nd Psychology

WISDOM

WISDOM

Imagery

1st Psychology

Attention
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STRENGTH

Care for
well-being

Compassion

Non-Judgement
Feeling

COMMITMENT

Skills of
compassion

Reasoning

Sympathy
Distress
tolerance

STRENGTH

Empathy
Behaviour

Sensory

COMMITMENT

Attributes of
compassion

In compassion…
…we become sensitive to the suffering of others and
ourselves, with non-judgmental acceptance and
empathic understanding, feeling
sympathetically moved by this suffering and
motivated by a care for well-being to offer help,
while also developing our ability to tolerate our own
feelings of distress if or when they arise.

Exercise
•

In groups of three or four, consider the 1st Psychology,
these six attributes of compassion:
Sensitivity, Sympathy, Distress Tolerance,
Empathy, Non-Judgement, Care for Well-being

•

Discuss your views of the role of each attribute in
compassion, and where you agree or don’t agree.

Skills of Compassion
•

Relating to thoughts mindfully, and cultivating compassionate ways of thinking,
reasoning and understanding.

•

Developing compassionate attention, awareness and sensitivity.

•

Using sensory focusing exercises to slow and calm the mind and body.

•

Using imagery to develop and apply compassion in their lives and work with
difficult emotions.

•

Cultivating compassionate feelings of warmth, kindness, courage, affiliation
and safeness.

•

Constructing a repertoire of compassionate behaviours and taking
compassionate action.

Flows of Compassion
Self

Other

Other

Self

Self

Self
(Can be very difficult)

A Note on:
Fears, Blocks and Resistances

Genes we did
not choose

We have tricky brains

Shaped by
our experiences

It’s not our fault, but it is
our responsibility

Compassionate wisdom

Compassion cultivation

Soothing Rhythm Breathing
•

Slowing down our bodies and our
minds by working with the breath.

•

Doesn’t make emotions go away, but
can soften them, and make room for
mindful awareness and more
compassionate ways of thinking.

•

Often an early strategy, we can
practice this strategy anytime, just
thirty seconds at a time, perhaps
two or three times a day.

Safe Place Image
•

Imagery can be a powerful tool to get
the soothing system activated.

•

We imagine ourselves in a setting that
creates a feeling of safeness, calm,
peacefulness and belonging.

•

Attention given to various sensory
details of this safe place.

•

Add an affiliative component to the
imagery—other beings or even
features of the place are welcoming
and create a sense of belonging.

Cultivating Your Ideal
Compassionate Self
•

We learn and practice the characteristics
and competencies of compassion,
imagining ourselves filling with warmth,
wisdom, strength and courage, and a
commitment to being helpful.

•

We use body-based practices, imagery
and enactment to develop these
characteristics.

•

We can gradually start to embody this
most compassionate part of ourselves,
bringing compassion into our work, into
our daily life.

Exercise

•

Please close your eyes…
-

Soothing Rhythm Breathing

-

Soothing Image

-

Compassionate Self

Bring it Back to the Body
•

Please sit in a comfortable position, reasonably upright and
relaxed. Take a few deep breaths to settle into the chair, settle
into this moment. Put one or two hands over your heart for a
moment, to remind yourself to give yourself loving attention.

•

Now, imagine yourself in a place that is safe and comfortable. It
might be your favourite room at home or in your backyard, or it
might be a peaceful beach somewhere, or a forest glade or park.
or it could be an imaginary place, anywhere you feel peaceful
and safe. Let yourself enjoy the feeling of comfort in this place.

Using Imagery
•

Now, breathing in a comfortable, normal rate, I am shortly going
to ask you to imagine what it would be like to have certain
qualities. As I describe these qualities, try to imagine what it
would be like to have them—what you would feel, think, and
experience if you were a deeply compassionate person who
had already succeeded in developing these qualities.

•

If you struggle to imagine this, you might bring to mind your
compassionate friend or someone else who has these qualities,
and imagine how it might feel to be like that person.

Warmth, Strength, Kindness and
Committed Motivation
•

First, imagine that your body feels calm, peaceful and safe
—filled with warmth and strength. Allow a gentle smile
to cross your face.

•

Imagine that along with this warmth and strength, you are
filled with a kind, committed motivation to help those
who are suffering—yourself and others. Imagine that this
kind wish to help fills you and builds within you, filling you
with strength and purpose. Feel this deep wish to help.

Wisdom
•

Imagine that along with this committed motivation, you are filled
with wisdom. Imagine that you are able to think flexibly, and to see
things from different perspectives. Aware that difficult situations and
emotions come and go, you are able to keep from being captured
by these experiences, and can draw upon your life experience in
working with them. Knowing that difficult experiences are just a
part of life, you are able to keep from judging them or yourself, and
can look deeply—to understand where these feelings and
experiences come from, how they make sense, and what would be
helpful in working with them. Imagine being filled with this wisdom.

Confidence and Courage
•

Imagine that with this kind motivation and wisdom,
there arises a deeply felt sense of confidence. Feel
this confidence filling you with courage. You’re filled
with the willingness to engage with difficult feelings
and situations. It’s a feeling of knowing that
whatever arises you can work with this too. Feel
this confidence and courage building within you,
filling you with strength.

Imagine Being Filled
with these Qualities
•

Imagining being filled with these qualities—kind, committed motivation to
help, deep wisdom, confidence and emotional courage. Notice what it feels
like as these qualities build within you.

•

Focus on the feelings in your body—calm, peaceful and strong. Imagine how
you would feel, and look, as this kind, wise, confidence, compassionate being.

•

Imagine how you would experience the world as this deeply compassionate
being—what you would understand. What sorts of feelings would you feel?
What sorts of thoughts would you think? What would you feel motivated
to do? What would you do?

Compassion in Action
•

Now let’s put this version of you, your Compassionate
Self, into action.

•

When you feel ready, open your eyes. Look around the
room as your ideal Compassionate Self. Notice your
facial expression. Notice the way you are breathing.
Notice your facial expression. Notice your body posture,
the way you hold your body, your breath, as your
Compassionate Self. If you like, perhaps you can stand.

Moving in the Space
•

Now start moving as this version of you, embodying your ideal
Compassionate Self. Walk around the room. Notice any changes in
your facial expression, tone of voice. Notice your posture, the way
you carry your weight, the way you move. Notice your breath.
Where is the spotlight of your attention right now? Notice how
you interact with others, even though nonverbally, in the room.

•

And now return to your seat again as your Compassionate Self.
Close your eyes and spend a moment tuning in to your soothing
rhythm breathing.

Closing

•

And when you are ready, allow your eyes to open,
and returning to the room. See if you can go on to
carry a sense of kindness, wisdom and confidence
with you.

Useful Workbooks
•

Paul Gilbert, The Compassionate Mind

•

Russell Kolts, CFT Made Simple

•

Mary Welford, CFT for Dummies

•

Chris Irons & Elaine Beaumont, The
Compassionate Mind Workbook

•

Stan Steindl, Compassion in a T-Shirt:
The First 35 Scripts! (Free eBook)

https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCujCvGkc_TFF7KmA0Sk4E7A

Please Stay in Touch
Feel free to be in contact any time: stan@psychologyconsultants.com.au
Also, follow Dr Stan Steindl on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/drstansteindl/
Or LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/stan-steindl-150a5264/
Or Twitter:
@StanSteindl

